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Message from the Coordinator

Dear SIGNIS Members and Participants,

Greetings!

Welcome to the SIGNIS Asia Webinar on the theme 'Listening
with the ear of the Heart'. SIGNIS Asia Board feels extremely
happy to have you for the programme and we wish you an
enriching experience during these two days.

Do we listen to others? Have we ever reflected upon our
interior deafness that distances us from  others? 

Listening is an indispensable ingredient of dialogue and good
communication. We need to listen to our inner soul and listen
to the needs of the others to make our life more meaningful.

We hope that the materials you find in this resource will
motivate you to listen to your own self as well as others around
you better. 
.
Kindly share this resource with friends and well-wishers.

Let's make this webinar a fruitful one for all of us!
Warm regards,

Dr. Magimai Pragasam,
Webinar Coordinator and 
 Vice-President, SIGNIS Asia.   

SIGNIS Asia Board:
Fr. Joseph Anucha, President
Dr. Magimai Pragasam, Vice- President
Ms. Bernadetta Widiandayani, Secretary
Mr. Francis Kim, Treasurer
Mr. Mac Machida, Member
Ms. Adeline James, Member.
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Our sincere thanks to all the sources and photographers whose photos 
have been used here for a common cause. Their contribution is highly acknowledged. 
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SIGNIS ASIA WEBINAR 2022
12 - 13 July 2022 (Online -  4 hours)

1600 – 1900 PM on 12th and 1600 – 1700 PM 
on 13th July, BKK Time

 
‘Listening allows us to get things right, and not simply to be
passive onlookers, users or consumers. Listening also means
being able to share questions and doubts, to journey side by
side, to banish all claims to absolute power and to put our
abilities and gifts at the service of the common good’.

          - Pope Francis.
 

The power does not come by positions, but by listening to others
and keeping your abilities for common good. How many times in
life do we overpower others instead of sharing what we have?
How many times I have been selfish without understanding the
needs of others? How many times did I remain passive in spite of
witnessing the pains of others? 

These are the questions I need to reflect upon if I wish to be a
listener. 

The proposed study day of SIGNIS ASIA cordially invites you to
explore ways and means to listen to others to make our existence
meaningful on earth.

The theme: Listening with the ear of the heart

Objective: To sharpen our ‘listening ability’ to see the world
around us more accurately, an indispensable ingredient of
dialogue and good communication.
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The Tentative Schedule (12.07.2022)

1600 – 1605   Opening prayer 
1605 – 1610  Introduction to study day
                            Dr. Magi, Vice President & Webinar Coordinator 

1610 – 1615  Address by SIGNIS ASIA President, 
                            Fr. Joseph Anucha,President, SIGNIS ASIA
  
1615 – 1635  Keynote Address: ‘Let us listen the with the ear of
                            the heart’   A Call by Pope Francis
                             Dr. Peter Monthienvichienchai, Executive Director,
                             LiCAS news. Bangkok, Thailand.

1635 – 1645   Response  
                             Fr. Varghese Rozario, Chancellor, Archdiocese of  
                             Madras-  Mylapore, Chennai, India.

1645 – 1715  Do people listen to us?  Voices of Young people
                              Ms. Mary Angeline Moraga, Philippines
                              Mr. Fransiscus Borgia Edgar, Indonesia
                              Ms. Natsuki Yamamoto , Japan
                              Ms.Philabet Rynjah, India
                                
1715 – 1735    Strategies to ‘Invite and engage’ with young
                              people in building Communities of Peace
                                Fr. Dr. Joseph Jeyaraj SDB
                                Director, Don Bosco Institute of Psychological
                                Services, India   

1735 – 1755  The unheard stories of underprivileged Asian  
                             Women and How can we listen to them?
                              Ms.Cilete Liboro, Former CEO, ANC News
                              Channel, Philippines

1755 – 1815   Do Asian Media listen to the issues of the
                             marginalized and expose them adequately? 
                             Mr. Frank Krishner, Head, Dept of Mass
                             Communications,  St.Xavier’s College of  
                             Management Technology, Patna.
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1815 – 1835 The Art of listening to people and issues around us
                           –  Practical methods and applications
                           Ms. Mary An, IFFAsia/ Fondacio ASIA
 1835 – 1905 Group Discussion 
                            How can I improve my ways of listening to people
                            and  Issues around me?
                            Mr. Douglas Teoh, YOUNG Lives, Fondacio
                            Malaysia
1905 – 1915 SIGNIS World Congress News 
                           Mr. Francis Kim, Treasurer and  General Secretary
                         , SWC 2022 
1915 – 1920 Closing prayer

13 July (Day 2 WEBINAR) 1600 - 1700 BKK Time

1600 – 1605  Opening Prayer
1605 - 1610    Recap: Dr. Magi
1610 – 1630  Presentation of reports of the group discussions
                            Coordination: Mr. Mac Machida, Chair, Cinema
                            Desk.
1630 – 1640   Recommendations 
1640 – 1645  Statement 
                            Ms. Adeline James, Chair, Journalism Desk, 
                            SIGNIS ASIA.
1645 – 1650   Announcement of Prizes for Best Comment 
                             Ms. Bernadetta Widiandajani, Secretary, 
                              SIGNIS Asia
1650 – 1700  Evaluation, concluding remarks.
                            (The SA Assembly proceedings will continue)

1710 – 1730   Opening Prayer
                             Fr. Joseph Anucha, President, SIGNIS Asia.
                             Role call and Introduction
                             Ms. Bernadette Widiandayani, Secretary, SIGNIS
                             Asia.
                             Opening Remarks: Fr. Joseph Anucha
                             Approval of Agenda and President's Report
                             Fr. Joseph Anucha
1730 - 1745    Minutes of the SIGNIS Asia Assembly2021,
                             Secretary, SIGNIS Asia (Vote)
1745 - 1800     Financial Report, 
                              Mr. Francis  Kim, Treasurer, SIGNIS Asia (Vote)
 1800 – 1815   SIGNIS Asia Screening Report
                         Secretary, SIGNIS Asia and ASC Members  
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1815 – 1830   Country Reports (3couontries to report) 
                             Coordinator: Adeline James.
1830 - 1900    Desk Brief Reports - 5 minutes per desk

14 July (Day 3( 1600 - 1900 BKK Time - for SIGNIS Members )
1800 – 1800   SA Board  Election 
1800 – 1830   ASC Election
1830 - 1845    Welcome to Korea for SIGNIS World Congress
                             2022 - Mr. Francis Kim 
 1845 – 1900  Closure by SIGNIS Asia President
                             Fr. Joseph Anucha 

----------------------------
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Keynote Address: 
‘Let us listen the with the ear of

 the Heart’ A Call by Pope Francis
- Dr. Peter Rachada Monthienvichienchai,

Executive Director, LiCAS.news.
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Dr. Peter Rachada Monthienvichienchai 

Dr. Peter Rachada Monthienvichienchai  is the founding member
and Executive Director of LiCAS.news a Catholic news
organization, founded in October 2019, headquartered in the
Roman Catholic Mission of Bangkok, Thailand. 

Taking its name from the Greek word λαϊκός (laïkós) for
laypeople and the phonetic similarity to “Like us”, the name aims
to underline the role of lay people in the Church and the
emphasis on engaging with the connected generation.

LiCAS.news publishes news, opinions and commentary articles
and social media posts with the aim of highlighting the
inequality, injustice and persecution faced by those living on the
fringe of society in Asia, and the intersection of these challenges
with the Catholic church’s mission in reaching these people. This
includes the activities of the Church in finding and being part of
the solutions to these problems in Asia.

Dr. Peter holds a PhD in Computer Science. He completed his
Master of Arts in Education, and Bachelor of Science in Computer
Science.

He has acquired skills in User-centered design, human computer
interaction, research, lecturing, university teaming, E Learning,
usability testing, qualitative research, change management and
 Crisis Management.’

At LiCAS.news, they write for the governed, not the governors.
They tell the stories of those on the fringe of society with
empathy and respect. They shine the spotlight in the darkness of
the disadvantaged and neglected. They are there to give voice to
the voiceless.

From families who seek justice for their lost loved ones to
worshipers who are forced to express their faith underground.
From ethnic groups persecuted for their beliefs to indigenous
tribes robbed of their ancestral land.
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Their coverage from Asia brings to the world stories of human
rights violations, denial of justice, and religious persecution in
some of the world’s fastest-growing economies, all within the
political backdrop of eroding religious and press freedom.

Staffed entirely by lay people across Asia, LiCAS.news witnesses
and supports the mission of the Catholic Church in their work to
spread the Good News to all corners of society.

Their editorial and political independence is unique in Asia. Their
content is and will always be freely accessible. Their global
community of readers gives us the strength and support to fulfill
our mission each day – to be the voice for the voiceless.
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RESPONSE TO THE KEYNOTE ADDRESS
- Rev. Dr. K. J. Varghese Rozario

This is a worthy goal for all our interpersonal relationships, and a
worthy goal also for those who work in the field of
communications... 

Firstly, I like to thank Dr. Peter for his paper and remarks both Hue
well thought out and well presented itself was a pleasure to read
and to think about and it is remarkably clear structure made it
especially easy to generate responses so dear sir thank you that
as well. 

Secondly, I like to remind us that his responding to the message
of Holy Father was personalized. The Holy Father emphasises
that for healing the wounds of the soul, the greatest need people
have is to be listened to. He therefore concludes that the duty to
listen is the responsibility of many persons: parents and teachers,
pastors and pastoral workers, those who provide social or
political services and, of course, those who work in the media.

Thirdly, it was specific. He has incorporated vital elements of
Pope’s message, how it motivated him to have the heart of
listening. He was very specific about the key message and take
away points and even tied it to the core. He suggested the
participants had a tough art and how some of the speech
takeaway points would help us stay buoyant and energized.

Fourthly, it was genuine. He discussed the key speech concept
and how he felt after the reflecting the message. He used
adjectives like motivational, informative, memorable and
entertaining which brought his message alive. It reminds me of
the Ignatian spirituality places much emphasis on listening. It
stresses listening first of all to the Lord, who can be heard
“speaking” in many ways and in all circumstances.

His strength of the focus is that come from a perspective that
Central to the message brought a broader than of it - he can help
us see ourselves as to have a heart of listening and it is our call to
respond to the art of listening. 
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When I saw the theme for the World 56th Communications Day
2022 “Listen with your Heart” the song that came to my mind is:

Listen, let your heart keep seeking
Listen, to his constant speaking…
Listen to the spirit calling you.
This is a song familiar to all of us.

The challenges

Dr. Peter rightly puts out that we are losing the ability to listen to
those in front of us, both in the normal course of everyday
relationships and when debating the most important issues of
civil life.”  Another challenge he rightly pointed out in the words
of Pope Francis: One of the biggest problems in the world today
is loneliness. In our life we often meet with people who ask a bit
of our time, to listen to them.

Our Response: 

 We are reminded us that one needs an atmosphere to share the
good and bad moments of life with someone who can be trusted.
They need no advice, no suggestions. They want only a listening
ear.  When confused, or distressed, one is not even able to think
of the medical help available. In such moments, the intervention
of friends can bring in life.

Pope Francis reminds us, “The ability to listen to society is more
valuable than ever in this time wounded by the long pandemic.
So much previously accumulated mistrust towards “official
information” has also caused an “infodemic” within which the
world of information is increasingly struggling to be credible and
transparent. We need to lend an ear and listen profoundly,
especially to the social unease heightened by the downturn or
cessation of many economic activities.” 

I thank the Organizers, renowned Speakers and Participants of
this conference for listening to share this message as Pope
Francis encourages us as we are messengers of his mercy, the
apostles of evangelizers. 
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   Rev. Dr. K.J. Varghese Rozario

Rev. Dr. K. J. Varghese Rozario has been serving as a priest in 
the Archdiocese of Madras –Mylapore for 16 years.

He has served as the Asst. Parish Priest in Annai Vailankanni
Shrine, Besant Nagar, Asst. Parish Priest in St Teresa of Avila
Church, Nungambakkam, Parish Priest in St Antony’s Church,
T.G. Anna Nagar, Ambattur,  Secretary for the Commission for
Youth, Director of the Young Catholic Students & Young
Students Movement & Youth, Secretary for the Commission for
Inter Faith and Ecumenism, Secretary for the Commission for
Prison Ministry India –Chennai, and participated in the rescue
team for Bonded laborers along with International Justice
Mission. 

He also served as the Parish Priest of St Antony’s Church, Park
Town, Chennai. He is currently, the Chancellor of the
Archdiocese of Madras –Mylapore. 

He Initiated the ministry for the Differently abled, Migrants &
Transgenders. 

He completed his PhD in Sociology in Madurai Kamaraj
University, Tamilnadu.

--------------------------

We can listen with the heart to the Holy Spirit in solitude or in the
midst of the multitude. We can listen with the heart when we
have our finger on the pulse of society. We can listen with the
heart when we have our ears to the ground.
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Do People Listen to us? 
Voices of Young People from Asia

Mary Angeline Moraga, Philippines

To love is to listen.

The question “Do people listen to us?” isn’t just answerable with
a simple yes or no. We have to identify which types of people
we’re pertaining to, and who are the people encapsulated by the
term “us”. Who is supposed to be listening and who are they
listening to? There’s also the ambiguity of the word “listen”. 

You can ride a train and involuntarily hear the music there. This
doesn’t mean you’re listening to the song they’re playing. You
can go to a certain place and hear the people talking to one
another, but it doesn’t mean that you also understand what
they’re saying. In short, hearing is one thing, but listening
involves understanding and voluntary effort. 

So again, it’s not that simple to answer the question, “do people
listen to us?” Because a lot of people do listen, and a lot of
people don’t. And it’s hard to distinguish in this society who’s
who. Some listen selectively, some listen without
comprehending. And some listen with their hearts.
             
Some stay in silence and do not speak but wish to be listened to.
But do we still have to listen even if we can’t hear anything? One
thing we must remember is that it’s not necessary for noise to
exist before we listen. We can listen to the silence within just as
much as we can listen to the noise around us. 

As we observe, we can ask questions such as “why are young
people silent?” or “why are they speaking up?” It’s essential to
understand where people are coming from. Why they act like
they do. Why they think like they do. As humans, it is our duty to
be humane and be accountable of such duty. 

Let me say this again: to love is to listen. In this time where red-
tagging is wide-spread especially in the Philippines, it seems that
this is an attempt to silence the youth. 
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And if we’re referring to the powerful authorities in the question
“do people listen to us?”, I would say that it’s a heartbreaking no,
at least based on what I see and experience. Youth like us are
often perceived as aggressive just because of how we fight for
our rights and stand the grounds on our principle. 

And even as young adults, some see us as people who are “too
young” to involve ourselves in issues regarding politics, religion,
human rights, and the like. It’s even more heartbreaking
whenever they hear our calls from afar, yet they do not listen to
us. 

Do you realize that as children, we were often threatened that
something bad would happen if we don’t behave exactly how
the adults wanted us to do so? When in malls or other public
places, some parents or guardians even tell their children to keep
quiet or else the police or a stranger would capture them. Not
recognizing the fact that most children talk, and oftentimes cry,
to express their needs and feelings. 

It isn’t just tantrums or acting up. And although these parents
aren’t serious with the threat, it impacts the child who learns to
live in fear instead of expressing themselves. I know a lot of
parents who strive to listen to their children, even toddlers, and
they’re still able to instill discipline without unnecessary violence
and silencing.  

So let me reiterate – to love is to listen. It’s sad to witness young
people who have already built a huge barrier between
themselves and their loved ones, because of instances where
they were silenced, invalidated, or weren’t listened to. It’s not
easy to have feelings all bottled up inside. So let me tell you this:
We don’t have to live in fear to be good. We grow as we engage
in dialogue wherein involved people are all listened to regardless
of their age.

Nonetheless, we cannot keep on demanding for everyone to
listen to us if we, ourselves, cannot walk our talk. We can’t be the
only ones who keep talking to be listened to. Make it a habit to
pause, reflect, and listen to the message the world is telling us.
Listen to yourself, to your own heartbeat, to the thoughts rushing
in your mind, all the doubts and encouragement you have in
yourself – listen to all of them. 
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Yes, there is a time to speak and a time to listen. But remember:
we should listen to understand, and not just listen to respond.
Self-awareness an integral part of listening as well. 

We shouldn’t be afraid to ask questions – even uncomfortable
ones – to ourselves. Why should we be listened to? Who do we
represent when we speak? Are we worthy to be listened to if we
only speak for oneself? But why is it that the more we speak up
for the marginalized and oppressed, the more that we’re not
listened to? 

The more we stand up for our rights, the more that they silence
us. This poses a more complex challenge to us who have the
privilege to speak up for the voiceless and for those who are
silenced. It leads to a bigger call for action and accountability. 

Our listening shouldn’t stop at this webinar because admit it or
not, most of us here have access to resources that the
marginalized do not have. Because honestly, whether the
speakers inspire you or not, nothing will happen if you let
yourself be stuck in the world of social media. 

I encourage you to go out, face the real world, and listen to the
things that matter. Let us be the people who listen. Do people
listen to us? Maybe yes. Maybe not. But as people, do we listen to
our neighbor? The answer to this question is up to you.
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Mary Angeline Maraga

+63 966 159 1611 maryangeline.moraga.educ@ust.edu.ph City
of Meycauayan, Bulacan. 

Education: University of Santo Tomas (2019-Present) Bachelor of
Secondary Education Major in Filipino. 
UNIVERSITY OF SANTO TOMAS - SHS (2017-2019) Humanities
and Social Sciences. 
ST. MICHAEL ACADEMY OF MEYCAUAYAN (2013-2017) Junior
High School.

Accomplishments:  

Top 2 Dean's Lister, (A.Y. '20-'21 2nd Term) 
Top 1 Dean's Lister, (A.Y. '20-'21 1st Term) 
Top 4 Dean's Lister, (A.Y. '19-'20 2nd Term) 
Top 3 Dean's Lister, (A.Y. '19-'20 1st Term) 
With High Honors, SMA Moving Up Ceremony (2017) 
5th Place, Pagsulat ng Sanaysay MeyCiPriSA (2016) 
2nd Place, Pagsulat ng Sanaysay BulPriSA (2015) 
2nd Place, Pagsulat ng Sanaysay MeyCiPriSA (2015)

Work Experience:  

(2022-Present)Member,Streets to Schools - Metro Manila 
(2021-Present)Owner,Afar.adore 
(2020-2021)Auditor,USTPedagogue: League of FutureEducators
(2019-2021)ExecutiveCoordinator  tothePresident,USTCollege
ofEducationStudentCouncil 
(2018-2021)Tricord,Bukas Loobsa Diyos Youth Ministry (Malolos
District) 
(2018-2019)Auditor,UST-SHS HUMSS Society 
(2018-2019)TigerVolunteer (ManagementDivision), Tiger Media
Network.
2018-2019) Member, UST Sinagtala (Sinagteatro) 
(2017-2018)Executive Associate to the President, UST-SHS
HUMSS Society 
(2016-2017) Vice- President, Rotary Interact Club (St. Michael
Academy) 
(2016-2017)Chair, Fellowship Committee (St. Michael Academy
Student Council) 
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Projects and Events:  

Keynote Speaker, KumUSTahan sa PEDA #CareerPath (2022)
Keynote Speaker, INTEGRATE: Pedacators Unite, UST
Pedagogue: League of Future Educators (2021) 
Reactor, Teachers and School Heads as Key Movers of Blended
Learning, Communication Foundation for Asia (2021)
Co-Head, SIKLAB General Assembly, UST Pedagogue: League of
Future Educators (2021)

 
 

Ms. Natsuki Yamamoto, Japan 

St. Francis Xavier brought Christianity to Japan in 1549. People
at that time listened to the word of God from Xavier and instantly
accepted Christianity. In spite of the persecution of Christianity
by the administration, Christianity grew rapidly in Japan. 

Naturally, a question may arise why Francis Xavier succeeded in
preaching the Good news in a new land called Japan during the
initial years. As I look back now, it is because the people listened
to the word of God and voluntarily chose the new way of life. 

As a historical fact, during the prolonged 250-years when
Christianity was banned throughout Japan, believers called
Hidden Christians continued to practice their faith. The reason is
that they followed the path of faith by supporting each other and
listening to the voice of God in their hearts. 

Churches in Japan are usually quiet, and meditative as if people
are silently listening to the word of God or ‘treasuring all things in
heart’ like mother Mary. Interestingly, this image is not merely
limited to church alone, but also to Buddhism and indigenous
beliefs.

In general, Japanese society has a culture of listening to others.
As we know Japan has many natural disasters. A series of
support activities or fund-raising activities are carried out each
time spontaneously. 
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A major task during any disaster is listening to people’s stories.
Listening here is not just listening to the other person’s story, but
listening while being close to the other person, and empathizing. 

This is something that is valued at home, at school, and in
everyday life. Especially in difficult times (like Great East Japan
Earthquake), volunteer activities with a great deal of emphasis on
listening have been carried out. 

Of late, listening to young is stressed upon, especially at schools.
Until recently, it was rare that a revolutionary change was
expected by listening to the voice of the younger generation
(since Japan is still a conservative society!), but now the
independence of young people is valued and society gives us
chances to raise our voices.

When Pope Francis visited Japan in 2019, he listened to
everyone’s stories. Pope Francis showed an example of a
listening church while listening keenly to the small children or
the senior Jesuits. As importance is given to “listening” in Pope
Francis’ recent reflections, I am happy to share with you that
those in the hierarchy or those in responsible positions in Japan
have started to listen to the feeble voices of the younger
generation, of minority, of the weaker section in the society. It is
consoling to see the younger generation is given opportunities
to involve in church activities. 

I know any change is slow, but we feel part of a caring society. Of
course, I feel there are still inadequacies or limitations, but it is
important that after we are heard in society, we young people
create a cycle of responding to the calls from society and
listening to the feeble and silent voices in society. When that
happens, we know the kingdom of God is near.

Ms Natsuki Yamamoto (Japan) 

Born in a Catholic family, and studied at the Salasian sisters’
school, Natsuki chose to be baptized while in senior high school.
Presently, Natsuki is a second year MA student at Sophia
University, Tokyo specializing in Education. Natsuki’s interests
include researching, cooking and meeting new people. 
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DO PEOPLE LISTEN TO US?
Ms Philabet Rynjah

Shillong, Meghalaya – India

Let me thank you gratefully for giving me an opportunity of
participating in this Panel Discussion in SIGNIS Asia Webinar on
the topic: “Listening with the ear of the Heart.” Very interesting
and apt topic and I feel privileged and honoured and I am happy
to share my thoughts and reflections.

Holy Father, Pope Francis on the occasion of the 56th World
Communication Day of 2022, has chosen the theme: ‘Listening
with the ear of the heart’. According to him, we are losing the
ability to listen to others in our day-to-day life. So, “Listening” has
become a challenging phenomenon to educators and formators,
parents and teachers, pastors and pastoral workers,
communication professionals and people who carry out social
service and political service. 

He emphasized the quality of listening, saying: “Listening is
decisive in the grammar of communication and is a condition for
genuine dialogue.” He said 'Listening is the first indispensable
ingredient of dialogue and good communication'.

We are now living in a post Covid 19 world where many things
have changed and many things are also still the same. Schools,
Colleges, Businesses have reopened again and life is almost
back to normal. We, the young people are looking at the world
from a different perspective. 

We are confident and insecure, happy and sad, we feel accepted
and rejected at the same time. What we crave most for, is the
need to be listened to by Parents, Teachers and Adults. The need
to be accepted as we are, without being judged. Many times, we
are told what to do, what to say and what to believe. Then we are
ignored, feared and disrespected. 

When I was chosen to represent India and speak on the topic
'Listening with the ear of the heart', I thought of doing some
research. I wanted to share not just my experiences but the
experiences of some other young people like me.
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Hence what I share here is also the experiences of some young
people of the age group from 15 to 25 years. They shared their
experiences and opinions openly. When asked about the
importance of listening, their answers were loud and clear. I wish
to maintain anonymity while sharing the thoughts of those who
contributed. Here are some of their experiences:

 'It is very important to listen to someone who pours his/her heart
out because, listening to his/her story/ experience/opinion might
save that person's life especially when he/she is reaching out to
us, at their lowest point in life'. 

'When we listen with the heart, we get a different perspective of
what others think and when we analyze what is spoken then we
understand, those opinions matter'. 

'When we listen we can interact and cooperate better.’ 

'Listening avoids misunderstandings and chaos and helps us as
individuals to understand the other person's opinion better'.

With regard to whether parents/teachers/elders listen to what
young people have to say, the responses were overwhelming. 

'Many times we want our parents and elders to listen to us. .
However we do not think they try to listen or even hear us, as
they often have a fixed mind-set of 'being older is being more
correct'. They tend to think that when we share our opinions or
defend our points of view, we are answering back or we are
being disrespectful to the elders.’

'Parents and elders don't want to listen to us since they don't
trust us easily'. 

'Parents do hear us but they do not listen to our problems, for
example they don't listen to the worries and anxieties edged in
our voices. They can't sense the turmoil in our thinking. They
miss the state of our mental health! They want us to be
successful persons in life but they don't understand the
struggles we are going through. We do want to open our hearts
to our parents and elders but many times it's difficult because we
fear of being judged'. 
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'I think that our parents should listen more to our sorrows and
sadness than our success story. They sometimes don't listen
with their hearts, but jump to judgmental conclusions'

'Parents are always willing to listen to our success story but
when we tell them about what we want in life they don't want to
listen. They feel that they know better and they have all the
answers.” 

'When we are being listened to, the elders will know what we
need and how we feel and what we are going through.
Sometimes we are not given a chance to express our thoughts
and emotions because the grown-ups think that not all of our
conversations are important. Often, we are overpowered by their
voices.” 

'Sometimes because of the mistakes we have made in the past,
our parents and elders lose trust in us and they decide not to
listen to our suggestions and needs'

'Yes, I would like my parents, teachers and elders to listen to
what I have to say because as a young person I want to share my
opinions, contribute my ideas, my points of view and my
perception and when they listen to what I say, I feel respected'.
       
‘We would love to have adults listen to us because all opinions
matter and adults must avoid thinking that they are always right.
If they listen, they can understand us better and they can guide
and accompany us. When parents, teachers and adults listen to
what we have to say then they can guide us through our trials
and tribulations. We want them to know that we depend on their
guidance and support to make wise and correct decisions. That
is the way, they can also train us to learn the art of listening.’

'We want people to listen to us, so that, we don't have to cage up
all our problems and emotions inside us'.  

'Sometimes people think just because we are young whatever
we say doesn't really matter and they think it's irrelevant. They
should understand that we too have our feelings, opinions and
our decisions, which should be valued too. 
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The only thing that we want from parents, teachers and elders is
for them to listen to what we have to say. We don’t want them to
solve our problems. By listening with the heart they can calm our
fears and anxieties and we are able to make wise decisions in
our life.”

'Listening with the ears of the heart applies not just to the adults
but also to us, young people. Do we listen when our friends
speak to us? The young people were very open with the
responses. 

'We totally enjoy having our friends listen to us and vice versa.
This helps to create interest among us and we share knowledge
about each other and that helps to create a special bond
between us'

'Friends listen, comfort and empathize with us. That is the reason
we value friendship so very much in our life. When we listen to
our friends we are able to reach out to them and help them'. 

'When we listen to each other as friends we are very supportive
and non- judgmental'. 

'Friends are the more open side of the communication circle.
With friends, we can speak about stuff that parents might not
really consider logical'. 

With the discussion on 'Why people should listen to what young
people have to say?', everything got really interesting. Here are
some of the points of view:

People should listen to what young people have to say because
adults should understand that things are not the same as they
used to be once upon a time. We are a digital generation, digital
natives – we are creative, we are innovative, we are open to one
another, we are open to the diversity of cultures, traditions –
which gives us a lot of opportunity to learn and understand each
other better. 

Often people think that we are the Future. We are not only the
future of the world – we are also the Present of the world. 
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Young people can come up with innovative ideas, with creativity
as some are great thinkers who can change the course of
history. We are the new generation who have much to
contribute by way of new ideas and newness of life.

'In spite of being connected through our digital device,
nowadays, almost all the young people go through depression
as they are lost in their own world. Depression is the cause of
suicide. Many young people give up their life because no one is
there to listen to their problems. 

When adults listen to us, we feel encouraged, we can face
problems and difficulties, we feel wanted, loved and respected
and we want to give our best, contribute our share, we feel we
are ready for any sacrifice. 

People should listen to young people because the young
generations bring youthfulness, joy, happiness and newness.
When adults listen to us we feel motivated, enthusiastic,
disciplined, determined and also passionate about everything
we do. We want to contribute our ideas and suggestions to
improve various systems and ways of life. 

When people listen to us, we feel confident and that helps us
build our self-esteem. When we are listened to, we feel more
courageous to break the walls of our hearts and we are willing to
share our problems and difficulties, our innovative ideas and
contribute our share to make our world a better place. 

This will help to create a more cordial environment between us
and adults. I think if given the right opportunity, guidance and
support, young people can do a lot of things that can benefit the
community, society, the country and the world at large. 

We have the ability of doing many great things. We care for the
nature, our mother earth – our common home, we are kind to all
irrespective of caste, creed and social status, we can spread
love. Young people can raise awareness about environmental
problems, abuses, inequality, exploitation. 
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Young people are capable of doing great and wonderful things
because we share our own thoughts, ideas and opinions openly
with everyone and we have the confidence to do so. We are
more ready to volunteer and be part of the change in society. 

Often we are easily misunderstood. As young people we want a
space where we can share our inner truth and be vulnerable
without being judged. We want to share our innermost truth to
seek a safe space where judgement is kept at bay, emotions are
respected and stories are heard with empathy. We want to
discover our talents and strengths. We want to make a tangible
difference. 

Nowadays, we are disturbed by constant negative news,
dishonesty, frauds and inequality. We do not have any say in the
decision-making processes of governance, public policy,
educational curriculum etc. We dream of a better world where
we are taken seriously, where our opinions are counted, where
our ideas are respected. After all, it is our world and we want to
make our world a better place. 

Young people are a storehouse of limitless possibilities. We can
create a more positive society - a society where voices are heard
and where we can share our creative ideas to generate positivity. 

We would like our parents, teachers and elders to listen to us,
guide and accompany us, because we have a lot of energy,
positivity, ideas and insights. We can unite each other and help
one another. 

We can form youth groups and strive to promote peace, to stop
discrimination, to teach everyone about the importance of being
more supportive and independent. We can reach out to other
young people around the world through social media and create
social groups or NGOs that work to end poverty, rape,
discrimination against women, unemployment and many other
social problems.

Pope Francis says 'Fundamentally, listening is a dimension of
love'. When we listen to someone speaking their heart out to us,
it is a sign of love that we have for that person. When the elders
listen to us and not just hearing us out, we automatically get the
message that they care for us and we feel important.
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Pope Francis also said in his message 'Do not have your heart in
your ears but your ears in your heart'. That is the plea of the
young people too. We want people to listen to us with not just
the ears open but also with their hearts open. We want them to
understand us and not to judge us. 

We don't want them to tell us what to do and what not to do or
compare us with themselves, their age. We are different, times
are different and definitely the challenges are different. When
someone speaks to us it is important that we listen not just with
the ears but also with the heart because it is the heart which
listens to the words of the speaker and understands their needs,
requirements, ideas, opinions.

We young people, are grateful to God, for the gift of our Holy
Father, Pope Francis, who always listens with the ears of his
heart. He understands us, he expresses care and concern, he
makes us feel great and his words of encouragement are truly
heartwarming. I would like to conclude with his words:
“Listening “is much more than hearing” – “listening means
paying attention, having the desire to understand, to give value,
to respect, to treasure the words of others.” 

During his international trip to Mexico, while speaking to the
young people of the city of Morelia, he said that when a friend
finds him or herself in difficulty, it is necessary to stand beside
them and listen: “Don’t say: ‘I have the solution for you’. Give
them strength by your listening, that medicine which sadly is
being forgotten: ‘the therapy of listening.’ What is needed, is an
“apostolate of the ear.” 
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Philabet Rynjah

Philabet Rynajah is a Class X th Student, studying in Auxilium
Girls’ Higher Secondary School, Nongthymmai, Shillong,
Meghalaya. 

Philabet is a fun-loving, happy and friendly person and a strong
believer in honesty and punctuality. She believes in team work
and believes in achieving the  goals that she sets for herself..

She is also the coordinator of the Auxilium Youth Movement
(AYM) in her School. and she loves reading books. 

Her goal is to become a doctor and she wants to bring smiles on
the faces of people with sickness and pain. She wants to help
them realize that life is beautiful even in sickness and  pain.

---------------
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Strategies to ‘Invite and engage’ with young
people in building Communities of Peace 

Rev. Dr. Joseph Jeyaraj SDB

Young people are our best bet at creating lasting pathways
for Peace and fraternity. For this reason, here is a new model
for helping young people to become ambassadors of peace
in the world which we shall call, the KAPI Paradigm. The 'KAPI
Paradigm' that we present here incorporates four key
dimensions: Knowledge, Attitude, Practice, and Intervention.
This will help people young people to acquire knowledge
regarding peace, generate a positive attitude, follow best
practices that will lead to peace.

The KAPI paradigm impacts the personal, interpersonal, and
social facets of young people's lives to create a 'fraternal and
peaceful world'. In this presentation, we shall focus on the
interventions that will assist our young people to create a
peaceful world. Here is a schematic representation of our
focus:

REV. DR. JOSEPH JEYARAJ, SDB

DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGIST AND PSYCHOTHERAPIST
FOUNDER OF NIRAIVAGAM – DON BOSCO INSTITUTE OF PSY
SERVICES

 PRESENTLY –   
 DIRECTOR OF NIRAIVAGAM – Don Bosco Institute of Psy Services
 VISITING PROFESSOR AT SALESIAN UNIVERSITY, ROME, ITALY.
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EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION

v DOCTORATE IN PSYCHOLOGY – Salesian University, Rome, Italy.
v P G Degree in Counselling & psychotherapy - Salford University,
Manchester, England (2005-2007)
 (Member of BACP - British Association of Counsellors and
Psychotherapists)

v M.Sc  Psychology - Salesian University, Rome, Italy (2002 - 2005)
v M.A   Journalism and Communication - Kamaraj university, Madurai
(1998-2000)
v B.Ed  Bachelor of Education - Pope John Paul College of Education,
Pondicherry (1992-1993)
v B.A    English Literature - Loyola College, Chennai (1988-1991)
v B.Th Bachelor of Theology – Kristu Jyoti College, Bangalore (1993-
1996)
v B.Ph Bachelor of Philosophy – Gnanodaya College, Yercaud (1985-
1987)

SPECIALIZED IN: 

1. Developmental Psychologist – 17 years of experience
2. Trainer of Trainers and Teachers – For more than 5000 teachers
and college professors in the past 15 years conducting Training
Programmes Counselling Skills for Teachers, Youth Workers &
Religious and Priests
3. Counsellor and Psychotherapist – Family counseling, Youth
counseling, Trauma counseling
4. Motivational Coach – Students, parents and professionals
5. Retreat Preacher – Priests, religious sisters and lay people

BOOKS AND ARTICLES:

He has written books and contributed chapters in books on
Psychological Aspects of Formation and Psycho-social Maturity,
Family dynamics and Educational Psychology.

Articles and Chapters in psychological and educational books
dealing with topics such as Youth psychology, Educational input,
Parenting and Behaviour modification
 கச��� க�வ��� க�க�டா�� (Kasakum kalviyum
karkandagum) – Award winning  Tamil book on Learning Difficulties
ந�ைமகளி� க��ல� (Nanmaigalin Karuvoolam – Award
winning Tamil book on Parenting of young children
 Chapter in Book on Family and Youth Today.
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The unheard stories of underprivileged Asian Women and 
How can we listen to them? 

Ms. Cilete Liboro Co, Former CEO, 
ANC News Channel, Philippines

The talk will focus on my experience about the hits and misses of
covering women stories in the Philippines. I will attempt to answer
why, despite the numerous trainings and empathy exercises the
News team went through, a number of reports produced still failed
to connect with the audience effectively. I will share my realizations,
and suggest a way to learn to listen to ourselves so we can
meaningfully listen to others.
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Ms. Cilette Liboro Co

Cilette is a Sustainability and Good Governance Advocate. She was
part of News Management at ABS-CBN Corporation (a PH Multi
Media company https://news.abs-cbn.com/), for 20 years covering
the News, honing her project management skills, and building her
portfolio of contacts. 

Her expertise is Partnerships which enabled her to co-create an
impact investment space for Social Purpose Organizations for a
Capstone project. She holds a Master Degree in Development
Management from the Asian Institute of Management (AIM) and a
Bachelor Degree in Economics from the State University of New
York at Purchase (SUNY). 

She is a certified Professional Director and was admitted at the
Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies in
Geneva, Switzerland as a candidate for Master in Advance Studies
for International Relations. She will begin the Program on
September 2022.
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Vice President and Head, Partnerships and Events, News and
Current Affairs (August 2019 to September 2020_
Chief Operating Officer, ANC (the ABS-CBN News Channel)
(September 2011 to August 2019)
Director, Business Development & Partnerships, ANC (the ABS-
CBN News Channel) (July 2007 to September 2011)
Director, Business Desk, News and Current Affairs
(October 2001 to July 2007)
Director, Business Analysis, News and Current Affairs
(September 2000 to October 2001)
Orion Squire Capital, Inc., Makati City, Philippines
Vice President for Research, (April 1997 to September 2000)
Citisecurities, Inc. (a.k.a. COL Financial, Inc.) Pasig City,
Philippines Research Manager, (January 1995 to April 1997)
Far East Bank (FEB) Securities, Inc., Manila City, Philippines
Research Manager, (October 1993 – December 1995)
Union Bank of the Philippines, Makati City, Philippines
Investment Analyst, Corporate Planning, (October 1992 –
October 1993). 
Investamatic Holdings Pte. Ltd., Makati City, Philippines
Client Services, (April 1991 – October 1992)

EDUCATION

Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies,
Geneva, Switzerland.  Candidate, Master in Advance Studies,
International Relations, August 2022 to March 2024.

Asian Institute of Management, Makati City, Philippines
Master in Development Management, December 2021.
Keio University, Tokyo, Japan
Monbusho Scholar, Research Student, October 1994

State University of New York, Purchase, New York, USA
Bachelor of Arts Degree in Economics, September 1989

PERSONAL INFORMATION
I am married to Emmanuel Edward C. Co, and we have two
daughters namely, Maria Alexandra, 24 years old, and Maxine
Victoria, 20 years old, a University student studying Political
Science.
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Do Asian Media listen to the issues of the marginalized
and expose them adequately? 

Mr. Frank Krishner, H

Let us start with another question: was the mass media designed
for listening?  The terms ‘mass communication’, and ‘mass media’,
were coined early in the twentieth century. 

They described what was then a new social phenomenon. Mass
media was a key feature of the emerging 'modern world' that was
being built on the foundations of industrialism and popular
democracy. 

The 1900's brought new developments in all fields. It was also an
age of of struggle between forces of change and repression, and of
conflict between empires and nation states. Mass Media and
communication were born into this context.

The mass media (a plural form) refer to the organized means of
communicating openly, at a distance, and to many in a short space
of time. It was largely a one-way flow of information. The term
'broadcast' came from the word that meant 'scattering seeds'. 

Newspapers, radio, cinema, and television were meant for 'sending
out the message' and 'telling the stories'. They have continued to
be deeply caught up in the trends and changes of society and
culture. They are as experienced at the personal level, as well as
that of society and the ‘world system’.

Today, mass communication is no longer the only means of
society-wide (and global) communication. 

New technologies have been developed. Mass communication, in
the sense of a large-scale, one-way flow of public content,
continues unabated, but it is no longer carried only by the
‘traditional’ mass media. 

These have been supplemented by new media (especially the
Internet and mobile technology) and new types of content and flow
are carried at the same time. These differ mainly in being more
extensive, less structured, often interactive as well as private and
individualized. 
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So, Newspapers, radio, cinema, and television were meant for
'sending out the message' and 'telling the stories'. The question
before us is, what are the messages? What are the stories being
told by the Asian Media? Whose voices are being heard?

To put things in perspective, a quote from Pope Francis:

“Communicating means sharing, and sharing demands listening
and acceptance. Listening is much more than simply hearing.
Hearing is about receiving information, while listening is about
communication, and calls for closeness. Listening allows us to get
things right, and not simply to be passive onlookers, users or
consumers. Listening also means being able to share questions
and doubts, to journey side by side, to banish all claims to absolute
power and to put our abilities and gifts at the service of the
common good.”

So, Do Asian Media listen to the issues of the marginalized and
expose them adequately?

How does one do justice to this question in a few minutes of time? 
Let’s focus on the news media for a bit. Historically, has the media
in Asia listened to the people? Have they been the voice of the
voiceless? 

30 years ago, in Thailand, there were about a dozen Thai-language
dailies, about six Chinese language dailies and two English-
language dailies. 

The five television channels were government controlled, directly
or indirectly. Of the 496 radio stations in Thailand, none was
privately owned and many were directly run by the military.

After the March 1992 elections, General Suchinda Kraprayoon
broke his promise and took over as prime minister of Thailand.
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The Reporters’ Association of Thailand’ led by Banyat, who was a
journalist of the Bangkok Post, spoke up about the intimidation of
journalists. The RAT with over 700 members was at the forefront of
the clash between state censorship and free expression. 

By May 1992, Interior Minister Air Chief marshal Anan Kalinta,
openly warned the newspapers to tone down their critical
coverage, while the citizens protests against the government
continued to grow. News of the ground realities were not aired by
government-controlled TV and radio stations. 

On 17 May, when soldiers opened fire on unarmed demonstrators,
killing about 85, the fatalities went unreported on the main
broadcast media. Even though martial law was imposed, brave
print media such as ‘The Nation’ and ‘Bangkok Post’ went ahead
with the news. When on 21st May the Director General of Police
signed orders to close down 3 dailies, King Bhumitol appeared on
TV to publicly admonish the Generals. The fall of the Suchida
government ended the crisis. Despite heavy odds, there are news
channels that listen to the voices of the people.

Let’s look at the Philippines, and the 1986 ‘people power’
movement. Radio Veritas, radio station controlled by the Catholic
Church was at the forefront, listening to the voices of the ordinary
people, oppressed by the 20 year rule of the dictator Ferdinand
Marcos. A witness of the events said that without Radio Veritas, it
would have been difficult to mobilize millions of people in a matter
of hours.

Similarly we see Indonesia in and around 1996, a people struggling
under the 30 year rule of General Suharto. Those pointing out the
flaws were called ‘National Traitors’ by state controlled media. Four
student protestors were killed at Trisakti University on May 12,
1998. Radio played a role in giving voice to the common people
following this incident. The internet also played a vital role in the
downfall of Suharto, where other forms of communication were
censored or controlled.

So, Do Asian Media listen to the issues of the marginalized and
expose them adequately?

The Freedom of Press index is a good indicator of where we stand.
It is published by ‘Reporters without Borders.’
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It defines press freedom as the effective possibility for journalists, as
individuals and as groups, to select, produce and disseminate
news and information in the public interest, independently from
political, economic, legal and social interference, and without
threats to their physical and mental safety. 

Five new indicators are now used to compile the World Press
Freedom Index. These are the political context, legal framework,
economic context, socio-cultural context, and security. 

I have prepared a small table for your reference. Wherever there
is less freedom for expression, the voices of those on the margins
of society, the subaltern voices, are suppressed.
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India, the country from where I speak, is in the grip of a complex
nexus of socio-economic and political forces that appear to be bent
on undermining the plurality of the nation, and subvert the
constitution on which it stands. Defenders of human rights, who
have spoken for and stood in solidarity with the oppressed and
dispossessed, are harassed, hounded, and jailed. By and large the
mainstream media are collaborators in the polarizing process,
demonizing and ridiculing those who dare to speak against the
regime in power.

The dominant media narrative is that of a ‘strong, shining India that
is teaching the world about culture, health, and spirituality’ and of a
‘double engine government that is busy correcting the ‘mistakes’ of
the past, renaming cities and railway stations, rewriting history
books, and weeding out the hidden enemies of the state.

The big media houses are willing collaborators in this endeavour.
The new Indian Cinema is replete with war and adventure stories
that promote right-wing ideology. Historical movies, with imagery
and dialogue that selectively demonize certain sections of society
are being produced using the latest technology. 

The content on OTT platforms showcase the lives and concerns,
real or imagined, of the rich, upper and middle classes. In all the
noise, there is almost no space for the stories and the voices of the
poor or those on the margins.

All over India, middle-class urban youngsters are infatuated with
South Korean television shows and music bands: those that
showcase cute young teenagers living in a sanitized world of
luxury. Korean dramas are the favorite content of most teens in
Northeast India.

Which brings me back to the question:  Do Asian Media listen to the
issues of the marginalized?

A few days ago, Reuters Institute released its Digital News report
2022. Since Reuters is a news agency, the report was limited to the
important aspects of news consumption and dissemination in the
'online marketplace'. A growing number of news media are
embracing digital technologies. The online environment is a highly
competitive marketplace.
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One of the observations in the report is that at the basic level, most
of the commercially successful news media primarily serve
audiences that are – affluent, highly educated, privileged, -- and in
many countries -- predominantly male, middle-aged, and white –
the Reuters Institute report also found that document that the
connection between journalism and much of the public is fraying.
The smartphone has become the dominant way in which most
people first access news in the morning, says a new report from
Reuters Institute.

Meanwhile, the proportion of news consumers who say they avoid
news, often or sometimes, has increased sharply across countries. 
Large numbers of people see the media as subject to undue
political influence, and only a small minority believe most news
organisations put what’s best for society ahead of their own
commercial interest.
Here is a table that might interest you. I have taken some time to
compile it from various sections of the report.

I
 

When you have the time, study the table. It will reveal some
interesting insights about the way digital media is gaining
importance. You can see that by and large, traditional print media is
losing ground. TV is still a source for news, but people tend to
prefer online editions of print and TV for news. In every Asian
country in the table, the greatest number of people use the smart
phone for accessing news. And yet, the overall trust in the
credibility of News is low. Less than 50 percent.

What does this tell us? It is an indicator that people are aware of the
way that news is being manufactured. They are aware that they are
not getting all the facts. Many cannot see their own stories, their
own issues, being represented in the news.
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As catholic Communicators, how do we address this question: Do
Asian Media listen to the issues of the marginalized and expose
them adequately?

Let’s take a look at our Church run communication centres and
Church run media.

Let us look at our own attitude towards content creation and
selection of stories.

Let us identify the obstacles that Christian journalists and content
creators face, in terms of really listening to the marginalized; in
terms of exploring the openness and acceptance of the issues of
the marginalized, the victim of rape and abuse, the victims of
clericalism within the Church.

Let us talk about the hurdles faced by Christian communicators
and media in dealing with governments, administrations, corporate
giants, when they seek to give voice to the marginalized.
Let us work together to use social media and the online channels,
and develop alternative ways of listening, and allowing the
marginalized to speak up for themselves.

Frank Krishner H

An able communicator, a well-known resource person, media
trainer and documentation specialist at national level, Frank
Krishner currently heads the Mass Communication Department of
St. Xavier's college of Management and Technology, in Patna,
Bihar.

An active member of Signis, and a past president of SIGNIS Bijhan
Region in India, he is actively involved in supporting social
communication initiatives in Patna Archdiocese, having pioneered
the live-streaming of Sunday and Holy week services in Bihar
during the first outbreak of Covid-19. 

 He makes video documentaries and short films, undertakes print
documentation and project intervention evaluation for several
social organisations, edits a range of print and cybertext projects,
and is currently managing a news-blog named Newsnet One.
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He has been an active trainer and activist for children’s rights,
gender issues, child protection in Bihar and collaborated with
UNICEF, the British Council, and Childline from 1990 onwards. A
noted journalist, authored the column ‘Footloose and Fancy Free’
in The Sunday Times of India, Patna Edition. In the late 80's he was
also casually associated with the North Eastern Services of All India
Radio, and Akashvani Gangtok presenting radio talks and Reviews
of Assembly Proceedings.

As a documentation specialist his clients included UNICEF, Bihar
Education Project Council, CARITAS Switzerland, Bihar Mahila
Samakhya Society, Bal Sakha, Jesuit Conference of South Asia,
Patna Jesuit society, and several NGOs. He undertook the
evaluation of the primary school learning assessment exercise for
Bihar in 2016 and 2017, and has prepared documentation and
reports on the Statewide half-yearly examination process and
outcomes in government primary schools in Bihar for BEPC.

He has closely worked with the UNICEF, documenting the process
and progress of elementary education in Bihar for almost 25 years.

----------------
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The Art of listening to people and issues around us –
Practical methods and applications 

Ms. Mary An, IFFAsia/ Fondacio ASIA
 

Introduction 

"Listening is the beginning of understanding ". True enough. Do we
listen to the rapid communication ripples of the changing world, to
understand each other? To understand the voices of victory, pain,
suffering, glory?

If we do not know how to listen and just hear... where do we begin
living, working and loving?

In his message celebrating the World Communication Day, Pope
Francis emphasized the need to listen with the ear of the heart.
Listening basically is not the art of hearing the words spoken but
the art of understanding the meaning behind those words.  We all
want to be heard, not just the words we speak but the feelings
behind each spoken word and more importantly the meaning we
want to convey.

Assessing the quality of our listening This short poem captures how
badly people just want to be listened to:

Please Just Listen
When I ask you to listen to me

and you start giving advice,
you have not done what I asked.

When I ask you to listen to me
and you begin to tell me why

I shouldn’t feel that way,
you are trampling on my feelings.

When I ask you to listen to me
And you feel you have to do something

to solve my problem,
you have failed me, strange as that may seem.

Listen! All I asked was that you listen.
Don’t talk or do-just hear me…

And if you want to talk,
wait a minute for your turn-and I’ll listen

to you.
 -Jessie Swick

 

I
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To understand someone, we must listen to them. Surprisingly,
however, the problem is that most of us do not know how to listen.
How do we know that we are really listening to people? 
Working in formation for the Asian young people, we have come
across some learning tools on listening, which are helpful for us in
accompanying them to develop themselves as social or pastoral
workers for the Church and society, to be able to connect to the
reality and able to respond with the best of self. And it is important
for them to be aware of how they are listening to the people and
reality around them by constantly observing and assessing
themselves when they are with the others. 

· Five Poor Listening Styles  

When people talk, we seldom listen because we are usually too
busy preparing a response, or judging, or filtering their words
through our own paradigms. It is typical that we have one of these
five poor listening styles, which Sean Covey wrote in his book “7
Habits for Effective Teens”: 

Spacing out,  Pretend listening, Selective listening, Word listening
and  Self-centered listening.

 Spacing out:

When someone is talking to us but we ignore them because our
mind is wandering off in another galaxy. They may be saying
something very important, but we are caught up in our own
thoughts. Many of us have had or are still having this style,
especially when there are many personal or work-related concerns
taking over our “present moment”. 

 Pretend listening:

This style is more common. We still are not paying much attention
to the other persons, but at least we pretend that we are, by making
some remarks like “uh-huh”, “cool”, or throwing in some “lol” here
and there when we are chatting online. The other person may not
feel much at first, but if we repeatedly doing this, the person usually
get the hint and start to feel that he or she is not important enough
to be heard. 

 

I
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 Selective listening:

We pay attention only to the part of the conversation that interests
us. For example, over a tea break in the office, our staff is sharing
how challenging it is to get an available public transportation in the
morning due to the price increase of gasoline. 

All we hear is the word “gasoline” and we start to talk about this
country is rich in minerals, that country is exporting gas and oil, etc.
We always want to talk about what we want to talk about, instead
of what the other person wants to talk about. This style is shown
also in those who are spontaneous in responding but not mindful
enough to allow the other person to complete what he or she
wants to express. 

 Word listening:

We actually pay attention to what someone is saying, but we listen
only to the words, not to the body language, the feelings, or the
true meaning behind the words. As a result, we  miss out on what’s
really being said. For example, while in a taxi, I would ask the taxi
driver of what he thinks about the new country president, he might
reply, “I think he is calm and gentle.” 

But if I had been more sensitive, and listen to his body language
and his tone of voice, I would have heard him was really saying, “I
hope he will help us to raise up from our poverty.” If we focus on
words only, we will seldom be in touch with the deeper emotions of
people’s heart. 

 Self-centered listening:

This style of listening happens when we see everything from our
own point of view. Instead of standing in another’s shoes, we want
them to stand in ours. When someone share something to us and
our immediate response is “I know exactly how you feel”. 

We do not know exactly how they feel, and we assume they feel the
same way we do. Self-centered listening is often either a one-
upmanship as if conversations were a competition. “You think your
situation was bad? You should hear what happened to me.” This
style is also in some of us who are trying to portrait the image of a
good listener, but we are not really listening sincerely. 
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 When we listen from our point of view, we usually respond in one
of three ways, all of which make the other person immediately close
up. We judge, we advise, and we probe. 

Judging. Sometimes, as we listen to others, we make judgments (in
the back of our minds) about them and what they are saying. If we
are busy judging, we are not really listening, are we? People do not
want to be judged, they want to be heard. 

Advising. This is when we give advice drawn from our own
experience. This is the when-I-was-your-age speech we often get
from our seniors. People want to be listened to, and as they felt
understood, only then would they be open to the advice. 

Probing. This is when we try to dig up emotions before people are
ready to share them. No one likes to be interrogated. If we are
asking a lot of questions and not getting very far, we are probably
probing. Sometimes, people just are not prepared to open up and
do not feel like talking. We need to learn to be a great listener and
offer an open ear when the time is right. 

·Five Levels of Listening 
We can also assess which level of listening we are in with the tool
that Stephen Covey provided in his book The 7 Habits of Highly
Effective People.

Level 1: Ignoring 

I may be having an engaging conversation with my community
member and suddenly my phone vibrate, sucking my attention into
its screen. The person is still talking but I am not registering
anything of what he is saying. Sometimes I may try my best to catch
up with the conversation by putting down the phone and recall in
my head the last bit of what he has shared, but usually, I have lost
the thread of the conversation. 

In workplace, ignoring happens regularly in meetings. Many of us
would be attending our meetings (whether online or physical
meetings) and using the time to catch up on emails or online
messages. We are not tuned into what is happening at the moment
until there is a signal telling us that we have to “add value”, then we
would say something that does not really fit the conversation but
theoretically sounds really smart. 
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How many times did we remain passive in spite of witnessing the
pains of others?

Level 2: Pretending

Those of us who have pretending listening styles fit very much into
this level. It is different from level 1 mostly because there is
acknowledgement from us to someone who is saying something.
However, when we are in this level, our occasional “uh-huh” mixed
with a blank expression may be sending messages that are
misinterpreted by people with whom we hope to have a positive
working relationship with. It is also a caution for those who are
working with the communities and local groups of people, which
requires much of our sincerity. 

How many times have we been selfish without understanding the
needs of others?

Level 3: Selective

Many people confuse “active listening with level 3. At level 3, we
are heavily engaged in “confirmation bias”. We miss a major part of
what is being shared because we take for granted that we already
know what the person is going to say. We listen to ourselves as we
prepare in our minds what we are going to say, the questions we
are going to ask, etc. we filter everything we hear through our life
experiences, our frame of reference. 

We may be scanning for what we do agree or what we do not agree
with, depending on our projections on the person being positive or
negative. Consequently, we decide prematurely what the other
person means before they finish communicating. We will still be
tuning out all but mostly on the sections or pieces that take our
interest. It will look and sound (to an untrained ear) as if we are
actively engaged in the conversation because when the sharer
pauses, we will likely jump in and share, accurately matching the
context that has been created.  

This is where meetings or relationships really go off the rails. With
widespread level 3 listening, people will be talking over each other
all the time, broadening the discussion at hand at every turn. 
How many times in life do we overpower others instead of sharing
what we have? 
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 Level 4: Attentive

At level 4, constructive conversation begins. The blinders of
selective in listening of level 3 are taken off and we are able to
absorb what is being shared without much bias. We may even
notice some non-verbal communication and use that to help us
shape our understanding of what the other person is sharing. While
engaging with level 4 listening, part of our mind is processing what
is being shared and at the same time, start forming a response. We
may be rehearsing internally what we want to say and we are
getting ready to pounce at the first socially appropriate opportunity
to insert ourselves in the conversation. 

Level 5: Empathetic

At level 5, we are suspending our thoughts other than clarifying
questions. We are like a sponge. It is obvious from our face that we
are listening with curiosity and giving the sharer a fair chance to
present a message without jumping to conclusions. We are able to
notice the entirety of the message: what is being said, the tone and
pace of speech, the nonverbal communication of the sharer. We
may also be connecting the dots between what is being shared in
this moment and other conversations. Our focus at this level of
listening is to completely comprehend what the person is trying to
say. Even if the person is doing a poor job of finding the right
words, we are listening between and underneath the words to
receive the message. 

A meeting where a team is able to maintain level 5 listening fills the
room with a different type of air. It is palpable. Once everyone feels
heard and understood, there is no need to defend or over-explain
or repeat or talk about the past or any number of common patterns
in communication. Instead, there is space for evolving strategy and
cultivating innovation. Together the group takes the conversation/
decision further, moving beyond what was known and into new
territory. 

Social and pastoral workers who are in this level of listening are
those who would contribute much in capacity building for the local
people and community. 
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Required Virtue of Listening – A practical method proposed by
Jesus.

“It is only by paying attention to whom we listen, to what we
listen, and to how we listen that we can grow in the art of
communicating, the heart of which is not a theory or a technique,
but the ‘openness of heart that makes closeness possible’ (cf.
Apostolic Exhortation Evangelii Gaudium, 171)”. 

In His meeting with the Samaritan woman at the well (cf. John
4:1-42), Jesus has proposed a concrete way of how each one
RELATES to other people. 

Reach out: He broke the boundaries and dared to take risk,
passed through Samaria territory, went beyond the cultural and
gender limitations, to reach out to her with a very human way of
asking for water to drink, with the virtues of simplicity, gentleness
to start the conversation.

Engage: by engaging himself from the level of empathetic in
listening, Jesus was able to engage the woman in the
conversation and sharing her very personal story of life. 

Listen: by showing His respect and sincerity, Jesus was able to
gain the trust from the woman and allowed her to explain what
had happened in her life. 

Accompany: even though the woman is considered as a sinner
by people, Jesus did not leave her. He allowed her to experience
His ministry of presence as she opened up her very self to Him.

Transform: by listening and guiding the woman, Jesus helped
her to build her understanding about faith, to repent and follow
God.

Evangelize: We can learn from Jesus of the means that He used
in accompanying the woman: speaking from the knowledge of
his faith, using her own context, bringing her to a wider and
beyond her small world.

Share: Witnessing Jesus sharing his identity little by little, in turn,
the woman also took her courage to share to the others about
what she has experienced. 
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Similarly, in his Apostolic Exhortation Christus Vivit, paragraph
292, Pope Francis emphasized the art of listening which we
would apply in our daily life: 

The first kind of sensitivity is directed to the individual. It is a
matter of listening to someone who is sharing his very self in what
he says. A sign of this willingness to listen is the time we are ready
to spare for others. More than the amount of time we spend, it is
about making others feel that my time is their time, that they have
all the time they need to say everything they want. 

The other person must sense that I am listening unconditionally,
without being offended or shocked, tired or bored. We see an
example of this kind of listening in the Lord; he walks alongside
the disciples on the way to Emmaus, even though they are going
in the wrong direction (cf. Lk 24:13-35). When Jesus says he
plans to go farther, they realize that he has given them the gift of
his time, so they decide to give him theirs by offering their
hospitality. Attentive and selfless listening is a sign of our respect
for others, whatever their ideas or their choices in life.

Conclusion 
Each one of us is invited by the Holy Father: “with the awareness
that we participate in a communion that precedes and includes
us, we can rediscover a symphonic Church, in which each person
is able to sing with his or her own voice, welcoming the voices of
others as a gift to manifest the harmony of the whole that the Holy
Spirit composes.”

And let us conclude this discussion on “The Art of Listening to the
people and issues around us” by a quote from the book “Anger”
written by the famous Buddhist monk Thich Nhat Hanh: “Deep
listening, compassionate listening is not listening with the
purpose of analyzing or even uncovering what has happened in
the past. You listen first of all in order to give the other person
relief, a chance to speak out, to feel that someone finally
understands him or her. Deep listening is the kind of listening that
helps us to keep compassion alive while the other speaks, which
may be for half an hour or forty-five minutes. During this time you
have in mind only one idea, one desire: to listen in order to give
the other person the chance to speak out and suffer less. This is
your only purpose. Other things like analyzing, understanding the
past, can be a by-product of this work. But first of all listen with
compassion. Compassion.”
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Theresa Le Thi Tuyet An (Mary An) is a Vietnamese who was born
and grew up in a family which has the beauties of both Catholic
and Buddhist traditions. 

An is a young and strong woman, and she believes and works for
programs that are creative, inspiring and empowering the
potential of other young people. 

She has been with Fondacio Asia, particularly in the Institute of
Formation Fondacio Asia for 14 years. She is currently completing
her Masters degree in Educational Management and Leadership.
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Douglas Teoh Shang En

Douglas Teoh Shang En is the local coordinator of Young Lives
Development Center Malaysia, a mission of Fondacio Asia in
empowering refugee youth through life skills training, team
entrepreneurship and media literacy training. 

He is also a team coach with Mondragon Team Academy,
accompanying team entrepreneurship students in their process of
personal, team and business development throughout their degree
program. 

 
 
 
 
 

Fransiscus Borgia Edgar

Fransiscus Borgia Edgar hails from Indonesia. He is a Commlab
graduate. He is a film maker specialised in Videography, editing
and scriptwriting. He has done several videos and participated in
many International video festivals. He works in the Communication
department of Catholic Diocese in Indonesia. He has been
engaged in documenting the plights of disadvantated people in
and around Indonesia.
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MESSAGE OF HIS HOLINESS POPE FRANCIS
FOR THE 56th WORLD DAY OF SOCIAL

COMMUNICATIONS
Listening with the ear of the heart

 
Dear brothers and sisters,

Last year we reflected on the need to “Come and See” in order to
discover reality and be able to recount it beginning with
experiencing events and meeting people. Continuing in this vein, I
would now like to draw attention to another word , “listen”, which is
decisive in the grammar of communication and a condition for
genuine dialogue.

In fact, we are losing the ability to listen to those in front of us, both
in the normal course of everyday relationships and when debating
the most important issues of civil life. At the same time, listening is
undergoing an important new development in the field of
communication and information through the various podcasts and
audio messages available that serve to confirm that listening is still
essential in human communication.

A respected doctor, accustomed to treating the wounds of the soul,
was once asked what the greatest need of human beings is. He
replied: “The boundless desire to be heard”. A desire that often
remains hidden, but that challenges anyone who is called upon to
be an educator or formator, or who otherwise performs a
communicative role: parents and teachers, pastors and pastoral
workers, communication professionals and others who carry out
social or political service.

Listening with the ear of the heart

From the pages of Scripture we learn that listening means not only
the perception of sound, but is essentially linked to the dialogical
relationship between God and humanity. “Shema’ Israel - Hear, O
Israel” (Dt 6:4), the opening words of the first commandment of the
Torah, is continually reiterated in the Bible, to the point that Saint
Paul would affirm that “faith comes through listening” (cf. Rom
10:17). The initiative, in fact, is God’s, who speaks to us, and to
whom we respond by listening to him. In the end, even this
listening comes from his grace, as is the case with the newborn 
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child who responds to the gaze and the voice of his or her mother
and father. Among the five senses, the one favoured by God seems to
be hearing, perhaps because it is less invasive, more discreet than
sight, and therefore leaves the human being more free.

Listening corresponds to the humble style of God. It is the action that
allows God to reveal himself as the One who, by speaking, creates
man and woman in his image, and by listening recognizes them as
his partners in dialogue. God loves humanity: that is why he
addresses his word to them, and why he “inclines his ear” to listen to
them. On the contrary, human beings tend to flee the relationship, to
turn their back and “close their ears” so they do not have to listen.
The refusal to listen often ends up turning into aggression towards
the other, as happened to those listening to the deacon Stephen
who, covering their ears, all turned on him at once (cf. Acts 7:57).

On the one hand, then, God always reveals himself by
communicating freely; and on the other hand, man and woman are
asked to tune in, to be willing to listen. The Lord explicitly calls the
human person to a covenant of love, so that they can fully become
what they are: the image and likeness of God in his capacity to listen,
to welcome, to give space to others. Fundamentally, listening is a
dimension of love.

This is why Jesus calls his disciples to evaluate the quality of their
listening. “Take heed then how you hear” (Lk 8:18): this is what he
exhorts them to do after recounting the parable of the sower, making
it understood that it is not enough simply to listen, but that it is
necessary to listen well. 

Only those who receive the word with an “honest and good” heart
and keep it faithfully bear the fruit of life and salvation (cf. Lk 8:15). It
is only by paying attention to whom we listen, to what we listen, and
to how we listen that we can grow in the art of communicating, the
heart of which is not a theory or a technique, but the “openness of
heart that makes closeness possible” (cf. Apostolic Exhortation
Evangelii Gaudium, 171).

We all have ears, but many times even those with perfect hearing are
unable to hear another person. In fact, there is an interior deafness
worse than the physical one. Indeed, listening concerns the whole
person, not just the sense of hearing. The true seat of listening is the
heart. 
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Though he was very young, King Solomon proved himself wise
because he asked the Lord to grant him a “listening heart” (cf. 1
Kings 3:9). Saint Augustine used to encourage listening with the
heart ( corde audire), to receive words not outwardly through the
ears, but spiritually in our hearts: “Do not have your heart in your
ears, but your ears in your heart”. [1] Saint Francis of Assisi exhorted
his brothers to “incline the ear of the heart”. [2]

Therefore, when seeking true communication, the first type of
listening to be rediscovered is listening to oneself, to one’s truest
needs, those inscribed in each person’s inmost being. And we can
only start by listening to what makes us unique in creation: the
desire to be in relationship with others and with the Other. We are
not made to live like atoms, but together.

Listening as a condition of good communication

There is a kind of hearing that is not really listening, but its
opposite: eavesdropping. In fact, eavesdropping and spying,
exploiting others for our own interests, is an ever-present
temptation that nowadays seems to have become more acute in
the age of social networks. Rather, what specifically makes
communication good and fully human is listening to the person in
front of us, face to face, listening to the other person whom we
approach with fair, confident, and honest openness.

The lack of listening, which we experience so often in daily life, is
unfortunately also evident in public life, where, instead of listening
to each other, we often “talk past one another”. This is a symptom
of the fact that, rather than seeking the true and the good,
consensus is sought; rather than listening, one pays attention to the
audience. Good communication, instead, does not try to impress
the public with a soundbite, with the aim of ridiculing the other
person, but pays attention to the reasons of the other person and
tries to grasp the complexity of reality. It is sad when, even in the
Church, ideological alignments are formed and listening
disappears, leaving sterile opposition in its wake.

In reality, in many dialogues we do not communicate at all. We are
simply waiting for the other person to finish speaking in order to
impose our point of view. In these situations, as philosopher
Abraham Kaplan notes, [3] dialogue is a duologue: a monologue in
two voices. In true communication, however, the “I” and the “you”
are both “moving out”, reaching out to each other.
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Listening is therefore the first indispensable ingredient of dialogue
and good communication. Communication does not take place if
listening has not taken place, and there is no good journalism
without the ability to listen. In order to provide solid, balanced, and
complete information, it is necessary to listen for a long time. To
recount an event or describe an experience in news reporting, it is
essential to know how to listen, to be ready to change one’s mind,
to modify one’s initial assumptions.

It is only by putting aside monologues that the harmony of voices
that is the guarantee of true communication can be achieved.
Listening to several sources, “not stopping at the first tavern” — as
the experts in the field teach us — ensures the reliability and
seriousness of the information we transmit. Listening to several
voices, listening to each other, even in the Church, among brothers
and sisters, allows us to exercise the art of discernment, which
always appears as the ability to orient ourselves in a symphony of
voices.

But why face the exertion of listening? A great diplomat of the Holy
See, Cardinal Agostino Casaroli, used to speak of the “martyrdom
of patience” needed to listen and be heard in negotiations with the
most difficult parties, in order to obtain the greatest possible good
in conditions of limited freedom. But even in less difficult situations,
listening always requires the virtue of patience, together with the
ability to allow oneself to be surprised by the truth, even if only a
fragment of truth, in the person we are listening to. 

Only amazement enables knowledge. I think of the infinite curiosity
of the child who looks at the world around them with wide-open
eyes. Listening with this frame of mind — the wonder of the child in
the awareness of an adult — is always enriching because there will
always be something, however small, that I can learn from the other
person and allow to bear fruit in my own life.

The ability to listen to society is more valuable than ever in this time
wounded by the long pandemic. So much previously accumulated
mistrust towards “official information” has also caused an
“infodemic”, within which the world of information is increasingly
struggling to be credible and transparent. We need to lend an ear
and listen profoundly, especially to the social unease heightened
by the downturn or cessation of many economic activities.
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The reality of forced migration is also a complex issue, and no one
has a ready-made prescription for solving it. I repeat that, in order to
overcome prejudices about migrants and to melt the hardness of
our hearts, we should try to listen to their stories. Give each of them
a name and a story.

Many good journalists already do this. And many others would like
to do it, if only they could. Let us encourage them! Let us listen to
these stories! Everyone would then be free to support the migration
policies they deem most appropriate for their own country. But in
any case, we would have before our eyes not numbers, not
dangerous invaders, but the faces and stories, gazes, expectations
and sufferings of real men and women to listen to.
Listening to one another in the Church.

In the Church, too, there is a great need to listen to and to hear one
another. It is the most precious and life-giving gift we can offer each
other. “Christians have forgotten that the ministry of listening has
been committed to them by him who is himself the great listener
and whose work they should share. 

We should listen with the ears of God that we may speak the word
of God”  [4]. Thus, the Protestant theologian Dietrich Bonhoeffer
reminds us that the first service we owe to others in communion
consists in listening to them. Whoever does not know how to listen
to his brother or sister will soon no longer be able to listen to God
either. [5]

The most important task in pastoral activity is the “apostolate of the
ear” – to listen before speaking, as the Apostle James exhorts: “Let
every man be quick to hear, slow to speak” (1:19). Freely giving
some of our own time to listen to people is the first act of charity.
A synodal process has just been launched. Let us pray that it will be
a great opportunity to listen to one another. Communion, in fact, is
not the result of strategies and programmes, but is built in mutual
listening between brothers and sisters. 

As in a choir, unity does not require uniformity, monotony, but the
plurality and variety of voices, polyphony. At the same time, each
voice in the choir sings while listening to the other voices and in
relation to the harmony of the whole. This harmony is conceived by
the composer, but its realization depends on the symphony of each
and every voice.
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With the awareness that we participate in a communion that
precedes and includes us, we can rediscover a symphonic Church,
in which each person is able to sing with his or her own voice,
welcoming the voices of others as a gift to manifest the harmony of
the whole that the Holy Spirit composes.

Rome, Saint John Lateran, 24 January 2022, Memorial of Saint
Francis de Sales.

Franciscus

[1] “ Nolite habere cor in auribus, sed aures in corde” ( Sermo 380,
1: Nuova Biblioteca Agostiniana 34, 568).
[2] “Lettera a tutto l’Ordine”: Fonti Francescane, 216.
[3] Cf. “The life of dialogue”, in J.D. Roslansky, ed., Communication.
A discussion at the Nobel Conference, North-Holland Publishing
Company, Amsterdam, 1969, pp. 89-198.
[4] D. Bonhoeffer, La vita comune, Queriniana, Brescia 2017, 76.
[5] Cf. ibid., 75.
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